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The Italian Autonomia movement of 
the #"$%s was one important effect 
of and response to the political and 
cultural event that was May ’&!. 
Recently, Autonomia has met with 
signi'cant interest among those look-
ing for alternative forms of contesta-
tion, beyond old-school organizational 
structures. In his collection of writings 
by authors associated with Autono-
mia, Sylvère Lotringer explained the 
relevance of the notion of autonomy 
in this context: ‘Political autonomy 
is the desire to allow differences to 
deepen at the base without trying to 
synthesize them from above, to stress 
similar attitudes without imposing a 
“general line”, to allow parts to co-
exist side by side, in their singularity.’# 
How do such attempts at rede'ning 
autonomy socially 
and politically 
relate to the con-
tested concept that 
is the autonomy of art? The modern-
ist understanding of art was based on 
the process of self-criticism to which 
art subjected itself after its old social 
functions had atrophied; this histori-
cal process was seen as a progressive 
increase in autonomy. Ever since the 
politicization of artists and theorists in 
the wake of May ’&!, this ideology of 
artistic autonomy has been subjected 
to a prolonged and withering critique. 
In art, ‘autonomy’ has become a bad 
word. Could this tainted notion be 
made productive in art once again?

Autonomy is not empty freedom 
from outer constraints. It means 
being self-ruling; for Greenberg as 
for Habermas and, with important 

quali'cations, for Adorno, modern-
ism meant that art develops by mak-
ing and challenging its own rules, 
re(exively, according to its own inner 
logic and ‘learning processes’.) The 
socioeconomical 
underpinnings of 
such de'nitions of 
autonomous art 
are usually based 
on Max Weber’s 
analysis of mod-
ern society as being marked by the 
functional self-differentiation of its 
spheres, including art. This autonomy 
of art underpinned the autonomy 
of the art work as a seemingly self-
suf'cient entity obeying its immanent 
logic, which is at the same time that 
of an art history. It is thus not surpris-
ing that autonomy has come to be 
associated with apolitical isolationism, 
with a retrograde ideology of High 
Art. However, this is not the whole 
story. As Terry Eagleton has noted, the 
notion of autonomy as referring to ‘a 
mode of being which is entirely self-
regulating and self-determining’ may 
on the one hand provide ‘a central 
constituent of bourgeois ideology’, but 
on the other its emphasis on ‘the self-
determining nature of human powers 
and capacities’ holds an emancipa-
tory political potential.* Is any radical 
political project 
thinkable without 
such a concept of 
autonomy, however implicit?

In fact, while the term may have 
been suspect, avant-garde art move-
ments that were critical of artistic 
autonomy strove for an autonomy 
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Art historian Sven 
Lütticken subjects 
the concept of 
autonomy and 
its relation to 
aesthetics and 
politics to a thor-
ough analysis and 
places it within the 
context of post-
war modernism, 
whereby 
autonomy is not 
interpreted as 
a fact but as an 
act. As Rancière 

has shown, the 
aesthetic and 
political charac-
teristics of an act 
can never coin-
cide, although 
some acts can 
function in 
different registers 
simultaneously.

#. Sylvère Lotringer, ‘In 
the Shadow of the Red 
Brigades’, in Autonomia: 
Post-political Politics (Los 
Angeles: Semiotext(e), 
)%%$), V.

). Adorno was of course 
acutely aware of modern 
art’s Doppelcharakter as 
being both autonomous 
and a (commodi'ed) 
‘fait social’, but this 
Doppelcharakter still 
distinguished modern art 
sharply from the culture 
industry, which was only a 
fait social.

*. Terry Eagleton, The 
Ideology of the Aesthetic 
(London: Basil Blackwell, 
#""%), ".
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that dared not speak its name. In the 
#"&%s, neo-avant-garde groups from 
Fluxus to the Situationist Interna-
tional sought to negate the autonomy 
of art in favour of acts that would 
attain a greater degree of autonomy 
by not being containable within the 
framework of modern art. With the 
Situationists, this increasingly took 
the form of actions that seemed to 
represent an abandonment of the 
aesthetic in favour of the political, of 
one autonomy for another. The term 
aesthetic is, however, treacherous; it 
refers to art, but it is not a synonym 
for artistic. Developed in the late 
eighteenth century mainly by Ger-
man philosophers such as Baumgarten 
and Kant as the philosophy of beauty 
and/or taste, aesthetics increasingly 
became a philosophy of art in the 
early nineteenth century, with Schiller, 
Schelling and Hegel.+ The aesthetic 
is thus a speci!c 
approach to art, 
and with Jacques 
Rancière we can 
characterize the 
aesthetic project 
in terms of the 
dialectic of logos 
and pathos, of 
reason/freedom 
and the sensible 
– of autonomy 
and heteronomy., 

The aesthetic 
thus understood 
is never ‘purely’ 
autonomous, for it 
needs heteronomy 
as its double.& The 

aesthetic is the 
constant question-
ing of art and thus 
of claims for art’s 
autonomy, coun-
teracting it from 
persistent prob-
lem to ideological 
given. This is why 
the comfortable 
assumption that 
art is structur-
ally autonomous 
ultimately leads 
to aesthetic attri-
tion: see much of 
the late-modernist 
painting of the 
#"&%s and #"!%s.

We thus encounter the constitutive 
paradox of all art since Romanti-
cism: if it were ever possible for art 
to become completely autonomous, 
this would in fact mean that it would 
be insuf'ciently aesthetic, for the aes-
thetic is a constant renegotiation of 
autonomy and heteronomy. Aesthetic 
practice and theory thus problematize 
conceptions of autonomy in relation 
to the (un)reality of autonomy in 
speci'c forms of artistic production. 
The aesthetic thus understood always 
returns to haunt limited concep-
tions or forms of ‘autonomous art’. 
Autonomy is not a fact; we cannot 
possess it. If anything, autonomy is an 
exceptional occurrence in the realm 
of social facts – including art and its 
institutions.

 

Autonomy in and against Art: 
Institutional Critique 
 
The artistic practices that have come 
to be known as Institutional Critique 
– from Hans Haacke and Michael 
Asher, starting around #"$%, to 
younger practitioners – differed from 
both the historical avant-garde and 
the neo-avant-gardes of the late #",%s 
and early #"&%s in their approach 
to the problem of ‘the autonomy of 
art’. Whereas both the ‘ludic’ happen-
ings and Fluxus artists and the much 
more politicized Situationist avant-
garde sought to operate outside the 
institutions of art and the art market, 
Institutional Critique started from 
the realization that there is no ‘else-
where’, no realm outside art, beyond 
recuperation. If one reads writings 
from the #"$%s by practitioners of 
what was then not yet labelled as 
Institutional Critique, such as Haacke 
or Asher, the term autonomy hardly 
plays a role at all; it is certainly not 
used with any degree of consistency. 
This is all the more remarkable if one 
looks at a book such as Peter Bürger’s 
#"$+ Theory of the Avant-Garde, in 
which it abounds. Bürger analyses the 
historical avant-garde as an attack 
on modernist autonomy and the neo-
avant-garde as an institutionalization 
of the avant-garde that negates its 
original intentions.$ Does a similar 
diagnosis not 
underpin Institu-
tional Critique?

In Andrea Fraser’s writings from 
the #""%s, which were shaped both 
by those of the ‘'rst generation’ prac-

titioners of Institutional Critique 
and by the work of critics/historians 
such as Peter Bürger and Benjamin 
Buchloh, the concept of autonomy 
was addressed explicitly and inci-
sively.! Rather than presenting insti-
tutional critique 
simply as an attack 
on autonomy as 
a purely ideologi-
cal notion, Fraser 
argued that ‘the 
critique of the autonomy of the art-
work’ was ‘rooted in a recognition of 
the partial and ideological character 
of the that autonomy and an attempt 
to resist the heteronomy to which 
artists and artworks are subject’. 
Therefore, ‘[the] critique of the art 
object’s autonomy was less a rejection 
of artistic autonomy than a critique 
of the uses to which artworks are put: 
the economic and political interests 
they serve’." In other words: what was 
criticized was a 
lack of real auton-
omy, the reduction 
of artistic auton-
omy to a sham. 
And this meant 
precisely that 
the autonomy that was the aim (an 
autonomy that still dared not speak 
its name) could not be traditional 
artistic autonomy, since such attempts 
had been shown to lead straight into 
heteronomy.

Far from being an abandonment 
of autonomy, Institutional Critique 
should thus be seen as an attempt 
to regain a degree of autonomy – an 
autonomy that cannot be that of 

However, I would argue 
that his reading of the 
aesthetic tends to privilege 
certain philosophical posi-
tions without suf'cient 
regard for their counter-
points. A critical return to 
Kant or to early Schiller 
can be helpful in analys-
ing the emergence of the 
foundational antinomies 
of the aesthetic, but one 
should be careful not to 
create a new cult of ori-
gins. I see no reason to 
privilege Kant over Schiller, 
and the early Schiller of 
the Kallias letters is not 
any less problematical than 
the ‘late’ Schiller of the 
Letters on Aesthetic Edu-
cation, just as Adorno’s 
melancholic modernism is 
not less problematical than 
the avant-gardism of Ben-
jamin’s ‘Kunstwerk’ essay. 
These positions are all part 
of the moving constella-
tion – the set of interacting 
antinomies – that is the 
aesthetic regime.

+. My reading differen-
tiation here between the 
autonomy of art and 
aesthetic autonomy is 
indebted to Peter Osborne, 
‘Theorem + – Autonomy: 
Can It Be True of Both Art 
and Politics at the Same 
Time?,’ see elsewhere in 
this issue of Open. 
 
,. Rancière denies that 
his ‘aesthetic regime’ is a 
historical regime of art; 
rather, it is a régime of 
the identi!cation of art. 
Rancière points out that 
this regime started with the 
reinterpretation of old art, 
not with the production 
of new art. However, such 
aesthetic re(ection almost 
instantly became new 
aesthetic production – for 
instance in line drawings 
that were used to illustrate 
the earliest art historical 
publications, and in poetry. 

&. My analysis is, again, 
indebted to Osborne. 

$. Peter Bürger, Theorie der 
Avantgarde (Frankfurt am 
Main: Suhrkamp: #"$+).

!. See Buchloh, Neo-
Avantgarde and Culture 
Industry (Cambridge, 
MA/London: MIT Press, 
)%%#), and ‘Autonomy’ in: 
Texte zur Kunst, no. && 
(June )%%$), ‘Short Guide’, 
*)-*+.

". Andrea Fraser, ‘What’s 
Intangible, Transitory, 
Mediating, Participa-
tory, and Rendered in the 
Public Sphere? Part II’, in: 
Alexander Alberro (ed.), 
Museum Highlights: The 
Writings of Andrea Fraser 
(Cambridge MA/London: 
MIT Press, )%%,), ,$.
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Andrea Fraser, Official Welcome(2001), performance at Kunstverein 

Hamburg, 2003.

modernist paeans. A work by Hans 
Haacke such as The Chase Advantage 
(#"$&) uses the similarities between 
the ‘modernist’ Chase Manhattan 
Bank logotype and #"&%s art such 
as Frank Stella’s shaped canvases to 
investigate art sponsoring as a form of 
-. than can help gloss over unsavoury 
business practices. Supplementing the 
‘autonomous’ logo with a montage of 
quotations and data, the panels that 
make up Haacke’s work are object les-
sons in the heteronomy of art. If such 
a work seems to posit a viewer who 
has some degree of critical distance, 
a #"$+ project by Michael Asher 
stressed the viewer’s own implica-
tion in the heteronomous habitat of 
art. For his show at the Claire Copley 
Gallery in Los Angeles, Asher removed 
the partition wall separating the white 
cube from the back of'ce, making 
visible labour as the repressed base 
of the shiny superstructural surface 
of art – an expanding and morphing 
form of cultural labour. In this respect, 
the work can be seen to announce a 
later shift in emphasis in Institutional 
Critique.

There are various genealogies of 
Institutional Critique, various perio-
dizations of its development since the 
early #"$%s. In Hito Steyerl’s account, 
the third phase (after the artist’s ‘inte-
gration into the institution’ and ‘inte-
gration into representation’) is marked 
by his/her integration into precarity 
– ‘while institutions are being dis-
mantled by neoliberal institutional 
criticism, this produces an ambivalent 
critical subject which develops multi-
ple strategies for dealing with its dis-

location.’#% What 
changes with the 
rise of precarity, 
with the formation 
of a relatively large 
cultural lumpen-
proletariat, is that art’s role as an 
economical factor becomes ever more 
part of people’s lived reality.

The Marxian spin on the analysis 
of the artistic 'eld as a differentiated 
autonomous sphere argues that – to 
quote Eagleton once more – the rela-
tive autonomy of such a 'eld ‘is itself 
a material fact with particular social 
determinations’, since ‘certain histori-
cally speci'c forms of consciousness 
become separated out from produc-
tive activity, and can best be explained 
in terms of their functional role in 
sustaining it. . . . Once an economic 
surplus permits a minority of “profes-
sional” thinkers to be released from 
the exigencies of labour, it becomes 
possible for consciousness to “(atter” 
itself that it is in fact independent of 
material reality.’## It is precisely this 
self-(attering that 
has become hard 
to sustain for ever 
more practition-
ers. Adorno, the 
self-critical mod-
ernist, noted that 
‘the autonomy of 
art is unthinkable 
without the obfus-
cation of labour’.#) 
But who can really 
(atter themselves into thinking that 
they are released from the exigencies 
of labour? The dirty little secret that is 

#%. Hito Steyerl, ‘The Insti-
tution of Critique’ ()%%&), 
in: Alexander Alberro and 
Blake Stimpson (eds.), 
Institutional Critique: 
An Anthology of Artists’ 
Writings (Cambridge MA/
London: MIT Press, )%%"), 
+").

##. Terry Eagleton, Ide-
ology: An Introduction 
(London/New York: Verso, 
#""#), $+-$,. 
 
#). ‘Lässt überhaupt keine 
Autonomie der Kunst ohne 
Verdeckung der arbeit 
sich denken, so wird diese 
im Hochkapitalismus . . . 
problematisch und zum 
Programm.’ Theodor W. 
Adorno, ‘Versuch über 
Wagner’ in: Die Musika-
lischen Monographien. 
Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 
#* (Frankfurt am Main: 
Suhrkamp, )%%*), !%.

Hito Steyerl, November, videostill, 2004.

Creative Commons, courtesy: the artist
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labour in'ltrates every conversation, 
every gesture.

In her work since the late #"!%s, 
Andrea Fraser has placed new empha-
sis on the subject as the real bat-
tleground for institutional critique, 
which came to be rede'ned in terms 
of performance.#* Fraser often fore-
grounds the pres-
sures involved in 
self-performance 
in a series of per-
formances mimick-
ing lectures, guided 
tours and speeches 
whose monologues 
are replete with 
verbal slips and 
twitches. What we 
see here is a shift 
in institutional cri-
tique towards the 
subject, towards 
the site of subjec-
tivation. Having 
started out by 
playing the museum volunteer Jane 
Castleton in Museum Highlights: A 
Gallery Talk (#"!"), Fraser soon let 
go of any suggestion that she plays 
speci'c characters. In pieces such as 
Of!cial Welcome ()%%#), she instead 
turned herself into a jukebox of insta-
ble quasi-subjects beleaguered by 
performance anxiety. In this way, she 
anchored her performative art within 
a wider performative economy, using 
it to re(ect on and intervene in it.

Here we see the emergence of a 
properly contemporary conception 
of autonomy: an enacted autonomy 
in the age of labour-as-performance. 

This is autonomy not as the grand 
gesture of freedom, but autonomy as 
work on and with constraints. It situ-
ates the dialectic of autonomy and 
heteronomy in the practitioner. He/she 
is part of the problem, which is in fact 
the condition for his/her agency. Such 
autonomy does not invite an ideo-
logical use of the term as a cultural 
weapon or -. device. If anything, it is 
used to develop possible responses to 
the antinomies that shape and traverse 
one’s practice. In this sense, its use is 
internal rather than external.

 
The Praxis of Autonomy 
 
For Clement Greenberg, the history 
of art appeared as a series of rooms 
en !lade, with works of art arranged 
in sequences that showed ever more 
rigorous solutions for formal ‘prob-
lems’. However, for most of the #",%s 
this was not the dominant account of 
modern art; much more prominent 
was Harold Rosenberg’s existential-
ist take on Abstract Expressionism, 
which he conceptualized as Action 
Painting. Rosenberg’s reputation still 
suffers from a certain essayistic (ighti-
ness and from his ‘inability to see’, for 
which Greenberg chided him. Indeed, 
Rosenberg’s seminal essay ‘The 
American Action Painters’ (#",)) 
does not mention a single artist by 
name.#+ While this 
is certainly highly 
problematic, it 
has to be seen in 
conjunction with Rosenberg’s val-
orization of the act over the work of 
art as tangible fact – as object with 

speci'c qualities. 
It was Rosenberg’s 
contention that 
Greenberg’s reduc-
tion of art to a 
series of observ-
able facts was 
wrong; in so far 
as it becomes fact, 
the act is realized 
but its potential 
is curtailed.#, The 
problem ultimately 
lies in the abstract 
and undialectical 
nature of Rosen-
berg’s negation of 
the work of art as 
obdurate fact.

The Rosenberg 
of the #",%s and 
#"&%s was no 
longer the Trotsky-
ist Marxist he had 
been in the late 
#"*%s, but the cen-
tral role of the act 
in his philosophy 
betrays his con-
tinuing indebted-
ness to Marx and 
to post-Hegelian 
philosophies of 
praxis in general. 
One might say that 
these post-idealist 
philosophies exac-
erbated one type of 
Kantian autonomy, 
and abandoned 
another – for in 
Kant’s critical 

system, autonomy has a twofold func-
tion. On the one hand, Kant posited 
philosophy as a discipline that needed 
to develop autonomously, in accord-
ance with its own inner logic – albeit 
in dialogue with the sciences. This is 
the meaning of Kantian autonomy 
that Clement Greenberg would use: 
‘The essence of Modernism lies, as 
I see it, in the use of characteristic 
methods of a discipline to criticize 
the discipline itself, not in order to 
subvert it but in order to entrench it 
more 'rmly in its area of competence. 
Kant used logic to establish the limits 
of logic, and while he withdrew much 
from its old jurisdiction, logic was 
left all the more secure in what there 
remained to it.’#& This understanding 
of autonomy is compatible with the 
Weberian notion 
of functional dif-
ferentiation – law, 
science and moral-
ity all increasingly 
developing along 
lines of re(exivity, 
self-criticism.

The second sense of Kantian auton-
omy concerns not the discipline but 
the subject – a notion that is largely 
absent from Greenberg’s historical 
narrative of modernism, even though 
his practice as a rather judgmental art 
critic depended on his stance as criti-
cal subject. In Kant’s realm of practi-
cal reason, it is the moral and free 
subject that determines its own path 
and self-legislates. However, the Kan-
tian subject is split between pure rea-
son and practical reason, between the 
phenomenal and the noumenal world. 

#+. Harold Rosenberg, 
‘The American Action 
Painters’ in: The Tradi-
tion of the New (London: 
Paladin, #"$%; 'rst edition 
#","), *,-+$.

#,. Rosenberg tantalizingly 
states that those artists 
whose work completely 
matches a theory are usu-
ally not the ‘deepest’; while 
most people thought that 
the essay was mostly based 
on Pollock, this remark 
suggests that De Kooning, 
whom Rosenberg admired, 
was in fact a greater 
painter for being less of an 
Action painter (Ibid., *,). 
One may say that Rosen-
berg’s writings constitute 
a missed encounter with 
works by both De Koon-
ing or Pollock as sensuous 
fact; yet these works, in 
their factuality, are also 
a missed encounter with 
Rosenberg’s writings. The 
developments of the late 
#",%s and #"&%s forced 
Rosenberg to argue that, 
after all, it was crucial that 
the act did result in mate-
rial traces. ‘In emphasizing 
the creative act rather than 
the object created, Action 
painting, or – by the tes-
timony of Allan Kaprow 
– the idea of Action paint-
ing, led logically to the 
Happening. Action paint-
ing is ambiguous; it asserts 
the primacy of the creative 
act, but it looks to the 
object, the painting, for a 
con'rmation of the worth 
of that act . . . Action 
painting is subjective, yet 
it is bound to a thing, even 
though a thing in process.’ 
(Rosenberg, ‘The Concept 
of Action in Painting’, 
))+). Against happening 
and Fluxus artists, Rosen-
berg now stated that: ‘To 
dissolve “the barriers that 
separate art from life” is 
an impossible ideal – the 
dream of a world in which 
all actions are intended 
to be forgotten at their 
moment of ful'lment.’ 
(Harold Rosenberg, ‘The 
Museum of the New’ in: 
Artworks and Packages 
(New York: Dell, #"&"), 
#,&.) While Kaprow had 
drawn logical conclu-
sions from the notion of 
Action painting, ‘in art it is 
always a mistake to push 
a concept to its logical 
conclusion.’ (Rosenberg, 
‘The Concept of Action in 
Painting’, ))&.)

#*. The term Institutional 
Critique became estab-
lished (belatedly) in part 
because of Andrea Fraser, 
who used it in her #"!, 
in essay on Louise Lawler, 
‘In and Out of Place’. See 
Fraser’s discussion of this 
in ‘From the Critique of 
Institutions to an Institu-
tion of Critique’ ()%%,), 
in: Alberro and Stimpson, 
Institutional Critique, op. 
cit. (note #%), +%!-+#$. 
The term had already 
been employed in Mel 
Ramsden’s #"$, essay ‘On 
Practice’: ‘To dwell peren-
nially on an institutional 
critique without addressing 
speci'c problems within 
the institutions is to gen-
eralize and to sloganize.’ 
‘On Practice’ in: Alberro 
and Stimpson, Institutional 
Critique, op. cit. (note #%), 
#$&. However, thus usage 
was relatively imprecise 
and remained isolated.

#&. Clement Greenberg, 
‘Modernist Painting’ 
(#"&%), in: John O’Brian 
(ed.), Clement Greenberg: 
The Collected Essays and 
Criticism, vol. 4: Modern-
ism with a Vengeance, 
1957-1969 (Chicago/Lon-
don: University of Chicago 
Press, #""*), !,.
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It is only as the transcendental subject 
of practical reason that the subject is 
free and self-governing, which is to 
say: autonomous. Adorno would be 
highly critical of this disembodied, 
abstract subject, which seemed to be a 
philosophical sublimation of socially 
imposed duty: you must.#$ Kant’s 
autonomous will 
seems to be auton-
omous also from 
any lived reality. 
In attempting to 
restore a sense of 
lived ethics to the 
autonomous subject, Adorno was in 
a long line of thinkers who tried to 
overcome the limitations of the Kan-
tian system by focusing not on ethi-
cal imperatives but on praxis, on the 
act – a lineage starting with Fichte, 
Schelling and Hegel. Rosenberg would 
anchor his theory of the act in a ‘revo-
lution against the given, in the self 
and in the world’ 
that started with 
Hegel.#!

It was, of course, the critique of 
Hegel in the #!*%s and #!+%s, by 
Marx and others, that would derive a 
materialist notion of praxis from the 
‘spiritualized’ Hegelian subject. For 
Hegel, humans are subjects in so far 
as they participate in the dialectical 
progress of spirit; they are subjects in 
so far as they posit objects that are 
seen as cast-off refuse. For Marx, the 
subject could only consist of sensory 
human activity, of praxis, a praxis that 
can ultimately only be collective. In 
Brian Holmes’s words: ‘[The] attempt 
to give oneself one’s own law becomes 

a collective adven-
ture.’#" But this 
collective adven-
ture clearly can be 
willed only very 
partially by individuals; this insight 
took hold only very gradually dur-
ing the post-war decades, parallel to 
the decline of the traditional working 
class, which would ultimately make 
Bolshevist politics that attempted 
to forge a proletarian mass subject 
receiving its will from the Party look 
anachronistic. From the late #"&%s, 
particularly from May ’&! onwards, 
many attempted to forge new forms of 
action beyond party politics; Rosen-
berg, however, remained content with 
the depoliticized version of ‘the act’ as 
existential-aesthetic gesture within the 
Weberian domain of art that he had 
devised during the Cold War.

In a #"&% response to criticism 
from Mary McCarthy, Rosenberg 
drew a parallel between the radical 
artistic event taking place on the can-
vas and revolutionary political events: 
both demand spur-of-the-moment 
decisions from viewers, who must 
play a part in these events if they are 
not to pass them by. The editors of 
ARTnews helpfully visualized Rosen-
berg’s parallel by juxtaposing black-
and-white reproductions of Abstract 
Expressionist paintings with photos 
of ‘students rioting in Japan’.)% But 
Rosenberg insisted 
that artistic acts 
remain restricted 
to pictorial ges-
tures on canvas 
while there was a 

#$. See Iain Macdon-
ald, ‘Cold, Cold, Warm: 
Autonomy, Intimacy and 
Maturity in Adorno,’ in: 
Philosophy & Social Criti-
cism, published online )& 
April )%##, psc.sagepub.
com/content/early/)%##/%+
/#)/%#"#+,*$##+%)"+%.
full.pdf.

#!. Rosenberg, ‘The Amer-
ican Action Painters’, op. 
cit. (note #+), +).

parallel between painterly and other 
acts, but they should not be mixed. 
Rosenberg rejected the ‘logical’ con-
clusions that Allan Kaprow drew from 
the theory of action painting with 
his happenings. Against happenings 
and events, Rosenberg now stated 
that: ‘[To] dissolve “the barriers that 
separate art from life” is an impos-
sible ideal – the dream of a world in 
which all actions are intended to be 
forgotten at their moment of ful'll-
ment.’)# Rosenberg’s response to the 
total event of May 
’&! was as blasé 
as his reaction to 
the earlier artistic happenings; this 
surely, was retro-avant-gardism. In 
a piece about May ’&! in Paris titled 
‘Surrealism in the Streets’, Rosenberg 
remarked that the wall slogan ‘Culture 
is the inversion of life’ is itself culture, 
‘since it is inherited from the radical 
art movements of 'fty years ago’.)) 
However, Rosenberg showed no sign 
of being aware 
of the Situation-
ist International, 
whose agenda 
shines through from this slogan. To 
some extent the Situationists remained 
indebted to old models, presenting 
themselves as successors to the First 
International; however, they re-polit-
icized the act by pushing concepts to 
their logical conclusion and beyond.

Why bring Rosenberg into the dis-
cussion? The aim surely cannot be to 
create a new cult of the artist as free 
subject par excellence – the way that 
Action Painting was ideologized in the 
Cold War. If anything, Institutional 

Critique has taught us that the institu-
tion is inside us – and in an age of net-
worked subjectivities, ‘[the] individual 
is de'ned . . . by the pass codes that 
delineate his or her area of access’.)* 
But it is precisely this entanglement 
in structures and 
scripts that seems 
to create a need 
for returning to 
the notion of the act, or of action – 
as evidenced by the vogue for that 
other action theorist of the post-war 
era, Hannah Arendt, and her trias of 
work-labour-action. This ultimately 
takes the form of a crypto-idealist 
progression: the dumb animal labo-
rans, labouring simply to consume 
and survive, needs to be comple-
mented by the homo faber, who 
makes durable things, and ultimately 
by human action and speech.)+ As 
Richard Sennett 
has noted, this 
leaves one rather 
empty-handed 
when trying to 
deal with the mate-
rial world.),

But was it not a crucial aspect of 
avant-garde practice to transform 
labour, to make labour itself the 'eld 
of action? Rosenberg’s aesthetic act 
seemingly abandoned this aim, but 
Rosenberg (via Kaprow and others) 
bequeathed a notion of action to the 
#"&%s, to a period in which the cul-
turalization of the economy started 
in earnest – in which culture became 
integral to labour. The more interest-
ing and productive interventions in 
the ‘new labour’ of culturalized capi-

#". Brian Holmes, ‘Artis-
tic Autonomy and the 
Communication Society’ 
()%%*), http://www.net-
time.org/Lists-Archives/
nettime-l-%*#%/msg%%#").
html.

)%. Harold Rosenberg, 
‘Critic Within the Act’, 
ARTnews ,", no. & (Octo-
ber #"&%), )&-)!. This 
article would be repub-
lished, sans illustrations, 
in Encounter no. "* (June 
#"&#), ,!-,".

)#. Rosenberg, ‘The 
Museum of the New’, op. 
cit. (note #,), #,&.

)). Harold Rosenberg, 
‘Surrealism in the Streets’, 
in: The De-de!nition of 
Art (Chicago/London: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 
#"$)), ,#.

)*. Boris Groys, ‘The 
Revolt of the Clerks, 
or Universality as Con-
spiracy’, in: Open no. )) 
()%##), +#.

)+. Hannah Arendt, The 
Human Condition (Chi-
cago/London, University 
of Chicago Press: #"!! 
[#",!]), #$* etc.
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Craftsman (New Haven/
London: Yale University 
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‘Student uprising in Japan’ and on the page to the right, Untitled 

Painting by robert richenburg, illustrated in: Harald rosenberg, 

‘Critic within the Act’, in ARTnews 59, no. 6, october 1952.
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talism go beyond sub-existentialist 
voluntarism; they explore and explode 
the daily performance of the dialectic 
of heteronomy and autonomy.

 
Beyond New Labour: Activating 
Performance 
 
We live in a culture of performance, 
and this ‘performance’ is as ambigu-
ous as Rosenberg’s notion of ‘acting’. 
Rosenberg’s writings were charac-
terized by a constant slippage that 
he himself detected in the work of 
André Malraux: ‘In Malraux’s think-
ing, action constantly blends into 
acting: with historical script in hand, 
the only problem is which part to 
play and how to play it.’)& Rosenberg 
was fascinated by 
Marx’s passages 
on the ‘Resur-
rected Romans’ 
of the French Revolution; historical 
re-enactment could be all but indis-
tinguishable from historical acts. And 
since socialism’s basic proposition is 
‘an aesthetic one’, the re-making of 
man and of society, why would such 
slippages not be possible and pro-
ductive?)$ As for performance, today 
it stands both 
for one’s quasi-
dramatic self-
performance and 
for one’s economic 
achievement – and increasingly, the 
former is essential to the latter. This 
is what I call general performance. 
Using but not being limited to speci'c 
(artistic) disciplines, this economico-
theatrical performance occupies dif-

ferent contexts 
and most of many 
people’s time – 
it is permanent 
performance.)! In the ‘social factory’ 
of post-Fordism there is no sortie 
de l’usine. Performance is ongoing, 
in different constellations and with 
different degrees of publicness. It is 
modulated: languid stretches alternate 
with intense moments.

General performance is at the heart 
of the new labour of post-Fordism. 
Or is it really a kind of substitute for 
labour, as Hito Steyerl has argued? Is 
it really a kind of occupation, a form 
of keeping busy?)" 
The new labour 
can look like occu-
pation, but ends up being a new type 
of work with even less security and 
less return than old industrial labour. 
The new labour is marked by the 
inability to distinguish between labour 
and leisure, between work and occu-
pation, between working hours and 
free time, between performance and 
life – and ultimately between objec-
tive economical pressures and subjec-
tivities that are constantly updated, 
upgraded, remodelled. As part of the 
erosion of the distinction between 
labour and non-labour, looking and 
reading have become productive of 
value – often for others. ‘Every time 
you log into your 
Facebook account, 
you work for Mr 
Zuckerberg.’*%

Michael Asher’s #"$+ gesture in 
/0, a somewhat theatrical revelation 
of labour, also created an interplay 

of gazes between of'ce workers and 
visitors, who were both turned into 
(or revealed to be) self-performers; the 
latter became momentary co-workers 
of the former. A #""! project by 
Hans van Houwelingen, which might 
be read as an update and critique of 
Asher’s work: for Guard on Art, Van 
Houwelingen had asylum seekers that 
were not legally permitted to work 
patrol a space in a Dutch museum, 
functioning as museum guards and as 
a reminder of the policing of borders 
and of access to legal work in West-
ern countries, and the sequestering of 
unwanted immigrants. The temporary 
museum guards in Van Houwelingen’s 
project are the invisible reverse of 
neoliberal self-performers – and Van 
Houwelingen gave them a degree of 
(highly problematic) visibility by turn-
ing them into actors. Such projects 
suggest that, under certain conditions, 
neoliberal performance may malfunc-
tion and become, brie(y, an act – and 
possibly the ‘act of imagination’ 
sketched by Negri.*# Through such 
acts, such acting, 
that performance 
may morph into 
something that 
is more than was 
bargained for, 
more than was 
programmed.

In Paul Chan’s words, a work of 
art works by not working at all.*) 
One speci'c form that this can take is 
that of a pointed 
intervention in 
today’s labour 
regime, which 

works only too well – except for the 
actual labourers. The ‘culturalization’ 
of labour in the form of general per-
formance remains sub-aesthetic until 
its functioning is questioned, and until 
it is placed in conjunction with seem-
ingly disparate form of work. The 
outlines of a genuinely aesthetic econ-
omy only become visible once work 
stops working. It is true that at times 
it appears as if the notion of work 
and labour have been reduced to an 
art-world preoccupation, having lost 
their galvanizing political potential in 
society at large.** However, it would 
be an intellectual 
capitulation to pre-
sent this historical 
deadlock as an immovable fate; the 
Occupy movement but also actions 
by cleaners and domestic workers in 
the Netherlands indicate that there are 
possible points of departure for chal-
lenging it. For instance, Matthijs de 
Bruijne collaborated with the cleaners’ 
union, realizing his Trash Museum in 
the context of collective actions.*+ This 
mobile museum 
contains objects 
founds by clean-
ers, together with 
written narratives 
by those cleaners. 
Here the object 
truly takes on the 
form of refuse.

In his critique of the idealist sub-
ject and is hubristic eradication of 
the non-identical, Adorno stressed 
the ‘primacy of 
the object’.*, The 
subject is at least 
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as much the refuse of the object as the 
other way round; object and subject 
are each other’s effect. The object in 
question does not have to be thought 
of as a single physical entity. The very 
working conditions under which the 
subject labours have an ‘objective’ 
character, and in the cultural 'eld 
these conditions are also performing 
conditions. To act in and against these 
conditions is not some form of volun-
tarist ‘actionism’ that knows no obsta-
cles, but precisely an attempt to make 
these conditions visible as an obstacle, 
as a form of resistance shapes the 
subject, both enabling and disabling 
it. What Benjamin Buchloh decries in 
the post-Fordist culture of self-perfor-
mance is the lack of friction between 
subject and its other – an obstacle, 
something that is not identical to the 
subject.*& Of course, such friction is 
in fact produced 
all the time, but 
at the same time 
it is being neutralized and absorbed. 
In this sense, an act is a failed perfor-
mance, a symptomatic interruption 
of business as usual. In other words: 
we are not talking about some grand 
existentialist-expressionist act, but 
about a glitch, about an interruption. 
Such an interruption can be caused 
voluntarily, but this is not a necessity; 
neither is the mere intention to create 
one suf'cient. If Melville’s character 
Bartleby and his refrain of ‘I would 
prefer not to’ are so popular these 
days in intellectual and artistic circles, 
is this not because Bartleby’s act seems 
to spring from some kind of unrea-
soned, dumb resistance? Bartleby 

hardly seems to be a free subject. His 
autonomy comes from being object-
like; his act of resistance is one of rad-
ical passivity. In today’s performative 
economy, something as unplanned and 
unwilled as a burnout can become an 
act, a reclamation of self-legislation. 
The production of autonomy is not 
easily planned, but this does not mean 
that one should refrain from analys-
ing one’s situation. Ultimately, per-
formance can only become act if and 
when it is perceived as such by some-
one. This someone need not be one of 
the actors; it can be an observer, now 
or later, who transforms the material 
through an interpretive act.

From May ’&! to Occupy Wall 
Street, we have seen that certain 'lms 
inspire forms of collective action; 
these actions in turn have an aesthetic 
component, or generate aesthetic 
re(ections. Sometimes one act or 
action can be perceived politically as 
well as aesthetically. Who is to deter-
mine what the ‘proper’ register is for 
watching the chilling online video of 
12 Davis chancellor Katahi walking 
to her car through throngs of silent 
protesters after the notorious use of 
police brutality on campus?*$ Even if 
an act appears to 
fall squarely within 
art, or within the 
realm of politics, it may migrate in 
unforeseen ways. Hito Steyerl’s 'lm 
November ()%%+) recalls how, as 
teenage girls, Steyerl and her friend 
Andrea Wolf would be in(uenced by 
images of women from cheap exploi-
tation (icks, and tried to make their 
own feminist karate (ick. Andrea 

*&. Benjamin Buchloh. 
‘Que faire?’, Texte zur 
Kunst no. !# (March 
)%##), #+$-#,#.

*$. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=!$$, 
ZmNGFY!.

Hans van Houwelingen, Guard on Art, in the exhibition ‘Power up’, 

museum voor moderne Kunst Arnhem, 1998.
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Wolf later joined the Kurdish -33 as 
a real 'ghter. After Andrea’s death, 
Steyerl then made a montage in which 
'ctional and ‘real’ martial poses and 
performances were placed in question-
ing constellation, possibly generating 
a next generation of unforeseeable 
effects.

If autonomy cannot be a structural 
fact but appears in an act within cer-
tain limiting conditions, such an act 
can be termed aesthetic to the extent 
that it foregrounds its entanglement in 
heteronomy. If the aesthetic problema-
tizes the relationship of autonomy 
and heteronomy, then this means that 
an act can be termed aesthetic insofar 
as it lets autonomy appear sensibly 
as problem – in the heteronomous 
world of the senses and of social facts. 
Jacques Rancière is one of a number 
of philosophers who have issued stern 
caveats about the compatibility of the 
aesthetic and the political, in particu-
lar in so far as they involve different 
‘autonomies’. As Rancière’s puts it: 
‘[Aesthetic] art promises a political 
accomplishment that it cannot satisfy, 
and thrives on that ambiguity.’*! But 
while an act’s aes-
thetic and political 
qualities may never 
quite converge, 
some acts may 
function in different registers simul-
taneously, or successively. It may pre-
cisely be the passage from one aspect 
to the other that is of most interest – 
both politically and aesthetically.

*!. Jacques Rancière, ‘The 
Aesthetic Revolution and 
Its Outcomes: Emplot-
ments of Autonomy and 
Heteronomy’, New Left 
Review no. #+ (March/
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